
Vision
Leadership And Innovation in Statistics

Mision
Working with our partners to provide, credible, innovative and

high-quality statistics and services, to support decision-makers
and other interested users, and contribute to the achievement of

the goals of sustainable development in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi,
in accordance with the best international standards and practices.

Values
Independence, Transparency, User Focus, 

Reliability, Confidentiality

Key performance indicators Programs

- Enhance Data Collection and Statistics

   Production 

- Develop new admin registers

- Develop Statistics from Admin Data

- Percent of KOS produced from admin sources

(based on total produced)

- Percent of KOS produced from admin sources

- User satisfaction with statistical products

- Percent of suffciencyof SCAD products to the 

users needs

- Percent of Services Delivered on Time

            - Develop statistical guides and 

                methodologies

             - Metadata system

- Percentage of survey statistics and aggregated

statistics and Statistical Register that are fulflled

to quality standards

- Average quality score for opinion poll

- Percent of admin datasets complying with

the minimum quality standards

- Average quality score for statistical surveys

- Develop statistical capabilities- SSAD Human capital readiness (HCR)

- Development of information 

technology  systems

- Development of customer satisfaction

 survey

- Business excellence

Percent of improvement in the score of ADAEP award

- Percent of reduction of cost in key & support

processes

- SCAD Human capital readiness (HCR)

- Percentage of innovation readiness

- Percentage of risks within the acceptance level

- Measurity of business continuity effectiveness

- Percent of Emiratization

- Percent of Employee turnover

- Percent of Employee satisfaction

- Accuracy of Budget planning

- Digital Transformation of Services
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Provision of Accurate
and Reliable statistics

Accurate information and
statistical data to support

decision making

Build Statistical
Capability

Develop the statistic
system governance

and raising awareness
on SCAD

Ensure quality of
Statistical Data and

products 

Provide Support
 Service With Efficiency

Effectively and
Transparency 

- Level of trust with SCAD

- Percent KOS Meeting Periodicity Standards

- Percent of KOS released on time

- Percent of Statistical reports released on time

- Percent KOS meeting timeliness standards

- Percentage of KOS produced based on annual calendar

- No of internal audits

- No of external audits

- Stakeholders satisfaction in the corporate

communication effectiveness

- Statistical Awareness Level

- stakeholder satisfaction

- Percent of enhanced SLAs in place with ADGEs

- Increase (%) of users of SCAD's main statistical 

    products

- Statistical Maturity Index

- Percent of compliance with the terms of the service

    level agreement

- Statistical Maturity

- Develop innovative statistical data tools

- Statistical portal for Abu Dhabi

- Adopt Tier one statistics

- Communication strategy


